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The impact of a training intervention on nursing care for people with dementia in long-term 

care: A quasi-experimental study  

Abstract 

Various dementia training interventions have been developed for nursing staff, but there is 

inconclusive evidence on their effectiveness and which elements are key to positive outcomes. The 

aim of this study was to evaluate how nurses assess the prevalence of challenging behavior of 

people with dementia, nursing staff members’ responses to challenging behavior, and nurses’ 

competence, before the training and three and 12 months after the training. The main content of the 

training intervention was advancing person-centered care and its development. Data were collected 

through a survey of nursing staff (n=127) at two Finnish nursing homes across three distinct time 

points. The TREND statement was used to enhance the quality and transparency of the research. 

The prevalence of challenging behavior in the experimental group significantly decreased one year 

after training, while no change was observed in the control group. No change in nursing staff 

members’ responses to challenging behavior was observed in either group over the study period. 

Nurses in the experimental group demonstrated significant improvements in self-assessed 

competence both three months and one year after the training intervention. Hence, regular nursing 

staff training can decrease the prevalence of challenging behavior among older people with 

dementia and enhance nurses’ competence in nursing. The support of supervisors plays a significant 

role in these changes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has been estimated that approximately 50 million people worldwide have dementia, with 10 

million people developing dementia every year.1 By 2050, the number of people with dementia in 

Europe is predicted to double2; as such, the number of people living with dementia in Finland is 

forecast to increase as the population ages1,3 This is because the prevalence of dementia rapidly 

increases with age4. In Finland, about one-third of older residents in nursing homes have dementia3. 

Neuropsychiatric symptoms are common in dementia5,6, and demonstrate nearly universal incidence 

across all stages and types of dementia7. These symptoms, such as agitation, depression, apathy, 

repetitive questioning, psychosis, aggression, sleep problems, and wandering8, are referred to as 

behavioral changes, or BPSD (behavioral and psychological symptoms in dementia). These 

symptoms can also be categorized under the umbrella term ‘challenging behavior’9. In nursing 

homes, more than 80% of older people with dementia experience at least one of the behaviors 

mentioned above10,11. In this study, the term challenging behavior will be used to describe these 

neuropsychiatric symptoms. A generally accepted definition for challenging behavior is "an 

expression of distress in an individual with dementia or others in the environment, such as staff, 

arising from physical or psychological unmet need in the person with dementia."12 

According to Evripidou et al.13, nursing staff lack the knowledge, communication skills, 

management strategies, and attitudes required to provide care that is favorable towards older people 

with dementia. Even though various training interventions have been developed, there is no general 

consensus on the key elements that sufficiently prepare nursing home staff for dementia care.14 The 

adequate training of nursing staff continues to be an international issue of concern for the provision 

of high-quality dementia care.15 For example, the World Health Organization16 (WHO) highlights 

training as a crucial element of the 2017–2025 Global Action Plan for the public health response to 
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dementia. The WHO1 listed detecting and addressing challenging behavior as a primary goal, while 

Spector et al.17feel that the health care sector must work to minimize organizational barriers in the 

care of people with dementia. Both of these objectives require specific competencies, which can 

only be developed through training interventions that focus on nurses' knowledge of, and practical 

experience with, challenging behavior among older patients.18 

Previous research19–23 that has applied the Cohen-Mansfield Agitation Inventory (CMAI) to the 

nursing home environment has found that neuropsychiatric symptoms, aggression, and challenging 

behavior all decrease after a staff training intervention. In contrast, it has also been reported24–27 that 

staff training interventions have no effect on the prevalence of challenging behavior. Psychosocial 

interventions, such as music therapy and cognitive behavioral therapy, have proven to be effective 

at reducing symptoms of depression or anxiety among older people with dementia.28 According to 

previous studies19,20, instructional, practical, and group-based training approaches that support the 

interaction skills of nursing staff, e.g., by focusing on person-centered thinking, including consistent 

recognition and maintenance of the person's autonomy29, can alleviate challenging behavior in 

dementia care. 

However, Moniz-Cook et al.30 previously stated that there is only weak evidence regarding which 

standard psychosocial approaches are the most effective at decreasing challenging behavior. They 

note that most studies on this topic have lacked the methodological rigor required to provide strong 

empirical evidence of the effectiveness of interventions. Differences in the duration, content, 

implementation, and measurable variables of previously described training interventions makes it 

difficult to reliably assess which components of training interventions are effective (Author et al., 

2020). Hence, little is currently known about the most effective approaches for designing, 

delivering and implementing dementia training.31 This study aims to fill the existing knowledge 

gaps by evaluating how nurses assess the prevalence of challenging behavior of people with 
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dementia, nursing staff members’ responses to challenging behavior, and nurses’ competence 

before the training and three and 12 months after the training.  

Research questions 

1. How nurses assess the prevalence of challenging behavior of people with dementia after three 

and 12 months the provision of nursing staff training? 

2. Are there any discernible changes in nursing staff members’ self-assessed responses 

to challenging behavior and self-assessed competence in caring for older people with dementia 

three and 12 months after the provision of training?  

Methods 

The present study applied a one-year follow-up quasi-experimental design in which one nursing 

home in Eastern Finland served as an experimental group and another nursing home in the same 

region served as a control group. Both nursing homes were specialized in dementia care. Nursing 

home staff in the experimental group (n=66) received a face-to-face training intervention while 

nursing home staff in the control group (n=61) carried out their work without any additional 

training. Data were collected from registered nurses and licensed practical nurses with vocational 

training (n=127) using a structured questionnaire. More specifically, a paper questionnaire was used 

to collect data at the baseline time point, as well as three and 12 months after the completion of the 

training. The research was conducted between May 2018 – November 2019.  The TREND 

statement32 was used to enhance the quality and transparency of the research. 

The questionnaire (Appendix B) designed for this study was based on a literature review of the 

subject and previous studies.33,34 The content validity of the questionnaire35 was evaluated by a 

panel of four senior experts with experience in education as well as gerontological nursing and 

dementia care. The questionnaire demonstrated a content validity index score of 1, which is 

indicative of satisfactory content validity. A majority of the items (85%) were adapted from prior 
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questionnaires33,34 that have been proven to be valid. The questionnaire contained 20 questions, 

distributed as follows: background information (7 items); prevalence of challenging behavior (1 

item) and forms of challenging behavior (1 item); responses to challenging behavior (1 item); 

competence (3 items); suitability of facilities (1 item); physical limitations (1 item); leadership (1 

item); the impact of challenging behavior on coping at work (1 item); and general nursing issues (3 

items).  

Training intervention 

The training intervention (Table 1) designed for this study by the first author is based on a previous 

literature review (Author et al., 2020). Nursing staff were asked about their training needs before 

the training; thus, they contributed to the content of the provided training. Nurses’ training needs 

were mainly related to concrete examples of policies in challenging situations, common work 

community practices and interaction skills. 

Nursing staff in the experimental group participated in a 14-hour training intervention organized 

over seven separate days between August to November 2018. Each training session included 

different content and they build on each other. The overall aim of the training intervention was to 

have nursing staff consider their own values as well as how the values of the work community 

affect the care provided to older people with dementia. The training was delivered by the first 

author, and the training sessions were delivered in the afternoon (from 1 pm to 3 pm) in the nursing 

home – a time when as many staff members as possible were able to participate. Each training 

session included a 15-20-minute introduction to the topic, after which the educator presented 

activating and interactive ways of working. For example, the participants discussed certain issues 

together and performed tasks in small groups. The joint discussions and tasks were used to identify 

new operating models and competencies that are in line with the principle of individuality in caring 

for people with dementia. The nursing home supervisors also participated in each training session.  
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--- Insert Table 1 about here --- 

Data analysis 

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data; all of the statistical analyses were performed in 

IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (ver. 27; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY). A two-way ANOVA 

was first performed to determine the statistical significance of the main effects (group, time) and 

interactions (group x time). If the two-way ANOVA revealed significant main effects or 

interactions, a pairwise comparison between the groups and measurement time points was 

conducted. The threshold for statistical significance was set at p-value < 0.05. 

Ethical considerations 

The study followed the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki36 and Finnish National Board on 

Research Integrity TENK guidelines.37 The local ethical committee provided approval for the study 

(104/2016). Furthermore, written informed consent was obtained from each of the study 

participants. The participants were made aware of the fact that participation in the study was 

voluntary and that they had a right to withdraw from the study at any point. The questionnaire was 

answered anonymously. 

RESULTS 

The staff were given up to three weeks to complete and return the questionnaires, with response 

rates of 83% (n=106), 74% (n=94), and 73% (n=93) for the questionnaires handed out at the 

baseline time point, three months after training, and one year after training, respectively.  

Demographic characteristics of the respondents 

At the baseline time point, the two groups did not significantly differ in age (p=0.717), work 

experience at the unit (p=0.355), work experience in dementia care (p=0.799), education (p=0.687), 
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type of job contract (p=0.140), or workplace (p=0.108). The two groups significantly differed in 

gender (p=0.044) at the baseline time point (Table 2). The two nursing homes provide care to 178 

people over the age of 65, and a majority of these people have dementia. 

--- Insert Table 2 about here --- 

Nurses’ assessment of the prevalence of challenging behavior  

At the baseline time point (Table 3), two nursing homes did not significantly differ in terms of the 

prevalence of residents’ challenging behavior. However, assessments by the nursing staff showed 

that the prevalence of challenging behavior decreased significantly (p=0.005) three months after the 

training had finished. More specifically, half (n=43, 51%) of the experimental group respondents 

reported that challenging behavior occurred daily, while the other half (n=43, 49%) reported that it 

occurred weekly. No change in residents’ challenging behavior from the baseline time point to the 

three-month follow-up time point was observed in the control group (p=0.317), with four-fifths 

(n=51, 80.4%) of the respondents reported that challenging behavior occurs daily at both time 

points; 19.6% reported weekly prevalence. 

--- Insert Table 3 about here --- 

In the experimental group, the statistically significant decrease in residents’ challenging behavior 

was also observed one year after the training had finished (p=0.011), although the prevalence of 

challenging behavior had slightly increased from what was reported three months after the training 

had finished. No change in the prevalence of residents’ challenging behavior was observed in the 

control group (p=0.872) one year after the training had finished.  

Respondents also assessed how challenging behavior impacted their coping at work. For example, 

three months after the training had finished, nursing staff in the experimental group reported a 

statistically significant decrease (p=0.034) in coping at work, i.e., challenging behavior affected 
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coping at work less than it did at the baseline time point. No change in coping at work was reported 

by staff in the control group (p=0.262). However, no significant differences in coping at work were 

observed for either group (experimental and control) between the baseline time point and one year 

after training (p=0.132, p=0.107). 

Nurses’ responses to challenging behavior  

No changes in nursing staff members’ responses to challenging behavior were discerned in either 

group across the studied time points (Table 4). Both before the training and one year after the 

training, nursing staff members were present during challenging situations and asked the affected 

older people what was wrong. Nursing staff in both the experimental and control groups were 

judged to have managed the situations well. 

--- Insert table 4 about here --- 

Self-assessed competence among nursing staff 

Respondents rated their current competence in dementia care on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 signifying 

the lowest level of competence and 10 signifying the highest level of competence. In general, the 

nursing staff members’ self-assessed competence in caring for older people with dementia 

significantly improved (p = 0.013) in both groups during the study period. Based on measurements 

three months after the training had finished, no factor was found to significantly affect the 

participating nurses’ competence (p=0.548); moreover, no significant between-group differences 

were observed (Table 5). The respondents also assessed the current competence in their work unit 

on a scale of 1 to 10 at each of the measurement points. At the baseline time point, a statistically 

significant (p=0.019) difference was observed between groups, with the control group reporting 

significantly higher competence at their work unit than the experimental group (p=0.049). In the 

experimental group, the respondents’ assessments of competence in their work unit significantly 
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improved three months (p=0.024) and one year after the training intervention (p=0.023) relative to 

the baseline time point. No changes were observed in the control group. 

--- Insert Table 5 about here --- 

Respondents were also asked about their competence in utilizing a person’s life history when 

providing care. In the experimental group, nurses’ self-assessed competence in utilizing a person’s 

life history when caring for people with dementia significantly improved three months (p=0.001) 

and one year after the training intervention (p=0.005). No changes in this specific competence were 

observed in the control group.  

The respondents also assessed how leadership influences the implementation of person-centered 

dementia care. A statistically significant (p=0.004) change was observed in the experimental group, 

i.e., respondents estimated that the leadership in their unit was more supportive of person-centered 

dementia care three months after the training intervention than at the start of the study. Furthermore, 

a statistically significant (p=0.049) change in leadership was also observed between the three 

months and one year after training time points, with respondents feeling that leadership had become 

less conducive to person-centered dementia care and returning to the levels that had been observed 

at the baseline time point. A statistically significant (p=0.049)  positive change in leadership was 

also observed in the control group, but only observed one year after the training intervention had 

finished. 

DISCUSSION 

This study evaluated how nurses assess the prevalence of challenging behavior of people with 

dementia, nursing staff members’ responses to challenging behavior, and nurses’ competence, 

before the training and three and 12 months after the training. The planning and practical 

implementation of the training considered several factors that had previously been identified as 

conducive to dementia education by Surr et al.15, namely, tailored to staff needs, face-to-face 
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delivery, use of group-based activities and discussion, combining theory and knowledge, longer 

than one hour in duration, and delivered by an experienced facilitator. Nursing staff were asked 

about their training needs before the training; thus, they contributed to the content of the provided 

training. Smythe et al.38 previously concluded that training should involve all of the staff members 

because it is an opportunity to demonstrate the value of the staff. Therefore, the studied training 

intervention was carried out in a nursing home where it was possible to involve the maximum 

amount of nursing staff and their supervisors in the training. The training was attended by nurses 

currently on duty who were fairly the same at each training session. However, there was some 

turnover in participants. There may have been turnover also among the residents of the nursing 

home during the study period, which may have undermined the reliability of the presented results. 

Only non-pharmacological methods were discussed during the training, as these techniques are 

currently recommended for managing the challenging behavior of people with dementia.39 

However, psychotropic drugs are frequently used in long-term care facilities and are associated with 

the severity of neuropsychiatric symptoms40; this may have undermined the reliability of the 

presented results. 

The results of this study demonstrate that providing nursing staff with education that advances 

person-centered caring for older people with dementia can reduce the prevalence of residents’ 

challenging behavior at a nursing home, which corroborates previous findings.41,42 However, 

according to Surr et al.31, the findings related to the impact of a training program on resident 

outcomes, i.e., behavior, are inconsistent due to methodological weaknesses in study designs and 

the lack of extensive follow-up periods in prior research. The results of this study demonstrated that 

a training program must be regular and continuous to have a significant, and sustained, impact on 

the daily routines of nurses. Clifford & Doody43 also indicated that nursing staff working with older 

people with dementia should frequently engage in reflective practices, continuous education, and 

decision‐making. 
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In this study, neither the experimental nor the control group showed a significant change in nursing 

staff members’ responses to challenging behavior over the studied time period. This may be 

explained by nursing staff already using empathic responses in challenging situations, i.e., the nurse 

is present and asks the person what is wrong, prior to the training. Based on these results, nurses in 

both the experimental and control groups were competent at employing an empathic response when 

caring for older people with dementia at the baseline time point. Watson & Hatcher44 recommend 

nuanced education for the assessment and management of dementia to better address the unmet 

needs of older people with dementia, improve staff communication and attitudes, and develop 

collaboration among frontline staff. Furthermore, Gerolimatos et al.45 suggest that a successful 

training should involve staff members of varying professions in workshop development, 

assessment, and maintenance. In the present study, supervisors and nursing staff participated in each 

training session. 

The results of this study indicate that the provision of relevant training can improve self-assessed 

competence among nursing staff working in dementia care. The challenge for further research is to 

combine the observation of the activities of nursing staff and the behavior of residents. In the 

present study, self-assessed competence at utilizing the life history of older people with dementia 

during care improved among nurses in the experimental group both three months and one year after 

the completion of training, while no changes in this specific competence were observed in the 

control group. A prior systematic review identified knowledge as the outcome with the most 

significant improvement following training 17. Moreover, Rokstad et al.46 provided further evidence 

that a multicomponent training program can positively impact the development of person‐centered 

care. The results of this study showed that a training program did not influence nursing staff 

members’ responses to challenging behavior, a finding which may be explained by nurses at both 

nursing homes already demonstrating appropriate responses prior to training. 
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Challenging behavior can increase nurses’ experience of stress and affect their ability to work.47 

The results of this study have provided empirical evidence that a training intervention can improve 

coping at work related to challenging behavior among older people with dementia. However, the  

effect noticed three months after the intervention was no longer discernible one year after the 

training. This supports previous claims that training should be regular and continuous if a sustained 

positive impact on nursing practices is desired. For example, Zwijsen et al.48 stated that nursing 

staff require support in the management of behavioral problems, especially aggression and apathy.  

It is difficult to identify which factors of the applied training led to the observed reduction in 

challenging behavior among older people with dementia, as challenging behavior is a complex 

phenomenon that is the product of a person’s biological, psychological and social factors.49 

Furthermore, the prevalence of challenging behavior can be dependent on nurses’ understanding of 

the situation and their experience of what is challenging behavior. However, it is clear that 

adequately training the nursing staff working in dementia care is relevant to the provision of high-

quality, person-centered care on the international level and that further research on the subject is 

warranted.31 

Limitations 

This study shows how training interventions for nurses working with older adults with dementia can 

affect the occurrence of challenging behavior at nursing homes, along with nurses' self-assessed 

competence in caring for older people with dementia. The analyzed data were gathered through a 

questionnaire that had been validated by an expert panel, while the TREND statement32 was used to 

enhance the quality and transparency of the research (see Appendix A). The study had some 

limitations; notably, the data was collected almost three years ago, sample size was rather small and 

the questionnaire was developed specifically for this study. This decision was made because no 

prior questionnaire was available for the study topic (combined questions concerning nursing staff 
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members’ views of their competence as well as the competence of their work community). 

Although the questionnaire demonstrated strong content validity, construct validity was not 

assessed; this could have restricted the validity of the questionnaire.50,51  The potential for self-

reporting bias should also be considered when interpreting the presented results. To improve the 

validity of the study, the researchers made sure to select two nursing homes of the same type and 

size for the study. Although both nursing homes are managed by the same entity, these two nursing 

homes may still differ in terms of individual practices, which could have affected the research 

findings. Thus, the presented findings should be generalized with caution. In this study, there may 

have been some response bias since the author delivered the training, and evaluated it. It is possible 

that respondents choose to respond positively to please the educator. However, the use of an 

experienced educator, in terms of nursing education, work experience, and pedagogical 

competence, increased the reliability of the training intervention. In addition, it should be noted that 

the intervention was designed in a way that promoted active participation by the nursing staff.  

Conclusion 

The prevalence of challenging behavior among older people with dementia can be reduced by 

offering nurses further training at regular intervals. Nurses can only be expected to develop and 

maintain their competence in providing person-centered care to older people with dementia through 

continuous education if they receive support from managers and supervisors. 
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